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Here’s a combination of strings that’s right up your alley. Mandolinist Mike Marshall teams up with the eclectic team of David Balakrishnan/v, Mads Tolling/v, Jeremy Kittel/vla and Mark Summer/cel for an exciting conglomeration of sounds and visions.

The TIQ has in the past done some impressive material ranging from John Coltrane’s Love Supreme to its recent teaming with vocalist Tierney Sutton on a collection of Joni Mitchell compositions. This time around, with Marshall, they focus on a pizzicato heaven on the “Brazilian Choro Medley” as well as a four part suite titled “Interplay” which...
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THE GREEK THEATRE HAS IT'S SUMMER SCHEDULE FOR SALE.

HIGHLIGHTS INCLUDE:
WAR/SLY AND FAMILY STONE (MAY 24) PAT METHENY (JULY 18)
RINGO STARR (JULY 19) SMOKEY ROBINSON (AUG 16) YES (AUG 24)
GIPSY KINGS (AUG 30) CROSBY STILLS & NASH (OCT 4)
TEDESCHI TRUCKS BAND (NOV 1) INFO AT WWW.GREEKTHEATRELA.COM

EVERY TUESDAY - JOHN PISANO'S GUITAR NIGHT MOVES TO VIVA CANTINA IN BURBANK.

THIS MONTH'S INFO AT WWW.VIVACANTINA.COM
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MAY 2 SARA GAZAREK TEAMS WITH LARRY KOONSE AT BLUE WHALE. INFO AT WWW.BLUEWHALEMUSIC.COM

MAY 6 & 7 GUITARISTS RODRIGO AND GABRIELA DELIVER 2 SHOWS IN LA (ORPHEUM & PALLADIUM). MORE INFO AT WWW.RODGAB.COM

MAY 7 BRANFORD MARSALIS' QUARTET COMES TO SANTA BARBARA. INFO AT WWW.LOBERO.COM

MAY 9 & 10 GUITARIST ANTHONY WILSON HOLDS COURT. INFO AT WWW.BLUEWHALEMUSIC.COM

MAY 13 KEB
MO PLAYS THE BLUES IN SANTA BARBARA. INFO AT WWW.LOBERO.COM

MAY 14 TENOR KING JUSTO ALMARIO PERFORMS DUETS WITH MARCOS ARIEL. INFO AT WWW.BLUEWHALEMUSIC.COM

MAY 15 VOCALIST KATHLEEN GRACE COMES TO LA. INFO AT WWW.BLUEWHALEMUSIC.COM

MAY 16 BILL FRISELL DOES A TRIBUTE TO JOHN LENNON IN SB! INFO AT WWW.LOBERO.COM

MAY 17 BILLY CHILD’S BAND COMES TO THE BLUE WHALE. INFO AT WWW.BLUEWHALEMUSIC.COM
MAY 18 BUDDY RICH BIG BAND THUNDERS IN LA. SEE WWW.CATALINA JAZZCLUB.COM

MAY 23 PONCHO SANCHEZ GROOVES AT VITELLOS. INFO AT WWW.VITELLO SJAZZ.COM

MAY 23-25 KENNY BURRELL DELIVERS THE GOODS AT CATALINA'S. INFO AT WWW.CATALINA JAZZCLUB.COM

MAY 24 CHERYL BENTYNE TRANSFERS HER SONGS IN LA. INFO AT WWW.VITELLO SJAZZ.COM

MAY 24-25 JOHN MAYALL, CJ CHENIER, SWAMP DOGG AND OTHERS COME TO VENTURA COUNTY FOR
THE ANNUAL CAJUN FESTIVAL.
INFO AT WWW.SIMICAJUN.ORG
JUNE 7 KARLA BONOFT & JIMMY WEBB SING AND PERFORM IN SANTA BARBARA.
INFO AT WWW.LOBERO.COM
MAY 27 BASSIST PAT SENATORE LEADS HIS TRIO IN BEL AIR. INFO AT WWW.VIBRATOHERBALPERTPRESENTS.COM
JUNE 12 ALAN BROADBENT DOES SOLO PIANO IN LA. INFO AT WWW.JAZZBAKERY.COM